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The most striking diNefence between finitely additive measures and countably 
additive measures is that the Hahn decomposition theorem may be only 
approximate if countable additivity fails. A corollary is that whereas two singular 
countably additive measures are disjoint in giving full measure to disjoint sets, this 
is usually only approximately true without countable additivity. One natural 
question is “Which finitely additive measures are disjoint from all singular 
measures?’ In the Stone space setting, the question becomes “Which Radon 
measures have support disjoint from all singular Radon measures?” If so, the sup- 
port is a P,-set of Atalla which is more general than a P-set. Construction of such 
measures is considered at length. Existence of nonmolecular nonatomic measures 
based on P,-points with support a P,-set is equivalent to the existence of a P,- 
homeomorph of /GV in the Stone space. If (X, Z, p) is a positive localizable measure 
space, then BA(,?J has L”*(X, Z, PC) as a band and and Ll(X, L, p) as a subband. 
It is shown that the band complementary to Lao*(X, Z, p) consists of measures 
disjoint to p so supp(y) is a P,-set in the Stone space of Z. A notion of strong 
singularity to p intermediate to disjointness and singularity is shown to be 
equivalent to strong finite additivity (admitting countable partitions by null sets) 
for elements of L”*(X, Z, p). The band of L-*(X, Z, p) orthogonal to L*(X, Z, p) 
consists of strongly finitely additive measures precisely when the measure algebra 
Z, satisfies the L-chain condition for a nonreal valued measurable cardinal I or 
when the maximal ideal space of Lm(X, Z, c) does not have real valued measurable 
cellularity. A p in BA(E) has a countably additive ideal of negligible sets iff it is not 
strongly finitely additive on any set of positive measure. On the Stone space, this 
corresponds to Radon measures with P-sets as supports. Even for purely finitely 
additive measures of this type, much of countable additive measure theory holds, 
for null functions are precisely those with null support. It is not known for Z = 2x 
whether purely finitely additive measures of this type exist. Their existence may be 
independent of ZFC and/or other axioms such as Martin’s, real-valued measurable 
cardinal, or measurable cardinal. A locally compact space Y is sham-compact so 
that C(X) = C,(X) = C,(X) precisely when its remainder in any compactitication is 
a P-set. In this case M(X) = MI(x) = M,(X). The latter strong of identities is the 
definition of sham-sham compact spaces. These are characterized by having a P,- 
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set as remainder in any compactification. NW examples of sham-compact open 
subsets of the maximal ideal space Z,, of a positive localizable measure space 
(X, 2, p) are given based on Maharam’s homogeneity character. However, no open 
subset of 2, can be sham-sham compact without being sham compact. This is true 
when Z,, is replaced by any compact space which locally the support of a Radon 
measure. 1~ I988 Academnc Press. Inc 
1. STRONG SINGULARITY, DISJOINTNESS AND P,-SETS 
Early in the study of the bounded finitely additive measures, &4(g), on 
a Boolean algebra 6? the distriction between two concepts of absolute con- 
tinuity for measures must be made. Bochner and Phillips in [9] showed 
that the E - 6 definition of ,U 6 v for {CL, v} c BA+(49) is the appropriate 
notion of absolute continuity. Thus, ,U 4 v, iff for all E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 so 
that p(A) <a if v(A)<h. The weaker notion of absolute continuity, 6,, 
known to be equivalent for countably additive measures on a-complete 
algebras, is that p <w v iff o(A) = 0 implies that p(A) = 0 for A E S#. In 
terms of the ideals 41 = {A : p(A) = 0} and Jv;. of null sets for the measures 
~andvonehas~<~viff&CJ;. One may consider the algebra &I as 
the clopen algebra of its Stone space X, and let p -+jYi be the Stone 
correspondence extending ~1 from GJ to the Bore1 algebra of X, in the usual 
fashion so that PE C*(X,) = M(X,). One then has p G v iff p << ij and 
p 6 w  v iff supp (8) c supp(G) [4,28], where supp(fi) is the support of ,iL 
Perhaps the distinction between < and 4, is most evident in the 
setting of a finite positive measure space (X, C, v). The Radon-Nikodym 
theorem identilies Li(X, 2, v) with AC(v) = {p E BA(Z): p 6 v}, 
whereas L”*(X, C, g) is identified in Dunford and Schwartz [14], with 
WAC(v) = (p E BA(C): ,U <<w v}. Actually, L’*(X, C, v) = L”(X, C, v) and 
L”*(X, C, v)= WAC(v) are valid not just when (X, C, v) is a finite 
measure space but merely a positive localizable measure space [22]. Recall 
that (X, C, v) is localizable iff the measure algebra .ZV = Zl,(r, is a complete 
Boolean algebra [22]. L”*(X, C, v) is a normal subspace of the Banach 
lattice BA(Z) [21] (in the terminology of [9]), or a Banach lattice 
Ii-direct summand [28]. The complementary subspace to L”*(X, Z, v) in 
BA(Z’) is of interest as is a characterization of elements of it. If ~2 0 is 
countably additive on C, so p E CA+(Z), then p lies in the complement of 
L”*(X, C, v) iff there is an A EL so that ,u(A) = 0 and v(A”) = 0. This is a 
consequence of the Hahn decomposition theorem for countably additive 
measures. This turns out to be the case even if p is not in CA+(Z) and 
characterizes the nonnegative cone of the complement of L”*(X, 2, v) in 
BA(C) (Corollary 1.1.2). 
If v: a --) [O, co] is additive and ,U E BA ‘(g) we say that v is disjoint 
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from ~1 iff p(A)= (I/L([ for some A E.&. We write Disj(v) for the set of p 
disjoint from v in M+(g). Note that if PE Disj(v) then PE Disj(w) if 
w  E WAC(v) c M+(W). In particular, p is singular to any such o. Here p 
and o are singular iff for all E > 0 there is an A E $3 so that p(A) < E and 
o(A”) <E. Singularity of p and o is denoted by /J I o. This is the case iff 
the only common minorant of K and p in &4 ‘(68) is 0. We write p I, w  iff 
the only minorant 1 of p in BA ‘(g) with i <w o is 0. This is true iff 
i. <w o implies p 1 1. Finally, we denote by ~1 I, o the assertion that p 
and o are disjoint. We have p I, o if p Id w  and p I o if p I, o. In terms 
of the Stone space, p I, o iff supp@) n supp(d3) = 0. We have p I, o iff 
$(supp(G)) =0 and O(supp(fi)) = 0. We have p I, v iff p I, w  for 
o E WAC(v). If 4 is the negligible ideal of v there corresponds an open set 
8,~ X, which is u {A: A E Jury). The closed set X, = X,\S, would be 
supp(v’) if v E BA ‘(33). In general ? is not defined as an element of M(X,) 
for it takes infinite values. We have o E WAC(v) iff supp(6) c X,. We also 
have p I, v iff fi(X,) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If v: 93 --) [0, a~] is additive and p E BA+(W) satisfies 
p I, v then there exists an increasing sequence {A,: n E N} c NV so that 
II P II = lim, + m p(A,). The closure Disj(v) ofDisj(v) in the variation norm is 
the complement of WAC(v) in BA+(g). 
Proof: If p I, v then p(X,) = 0. There\ is an increasing sequence 
{A,: n E N} c 9J (considered as the clopen algebra of X,) so that 
A.nX,= 0 for all n so that p(X,\A,,) decreases to p(X,)=O. That is, 
O=lim,,, i-3X,) - W,) = II P II - h + m p(A,). This establishes the first 
assertion. For the second note that if pJA)=p(An A,) defines 
P,,E BA+(93) for no N then p,, I,v for all n and lim,, o. p” =p in 
norm. 1 
Recall that in a Boolean algebra an ideal 9 is a a-ideal iff 
{A,:~EN}cY implies that there is an AEY with A,cA for all HEN. A 
b-filter is dually defined. 
COROLLARY 1.1.1. Let v be as in Proposition 1.1 and let NV be a a-ideal 
in B. For PE BA+(g) it is the case that p Id v iff p I, v. 
Proof Select {A,: n E N} c NV increasing as in the proof of 
Proposition 1.1. with lim, _ m p(A,) = )( p I(. Select A E Jv; with A,, c A for 
all A,,. We have 11p1( >/p(A)>lim,,,, p(A,)= I(p Thus, p I,v. 1 
COROLLARY 1.1.2. The elements of the complement of L”*(X, Z, v) in 
BA(C) for (X, C, v) a positive localizable measure space are precisely those p 
satisfying (PI Id v. 
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In Corollary 1.1.1, one may ask whether the condition that . I-J is a 
o-ideal is necessary to justify the implication 1~ I, v 3 ,D I, v. In terms of 
Stone spaces the condition that ,V,, be a a-ideal is the condition that any 
G6 of X, containing X, be a neighborhood of X,,. That is, X,, is a P-set [S, 
11, 16, 321. The condition that p I, v *,u I, v is the condition that 
,u(X,) = 0 *p(0) = 0 for some neighborhood d of X,,. This condition has 
been studied by Atalla in [7]. If X,, satisfies this condition then X, is called 
a P,-set. Atalla asked whether a Pi-set is necessarily a P-set. In response to 
this Fremlin in [ 151 gave an example of a point x in /30, which is a 
P,-point (i.e., P,-set) but not a P-point (i.e., P-set). He showed that any 
o,-good ultralilter x on oi [ 15, 111 has the requisite properties. Here the 
measure v is 6, and MY is the dual maximal ideal on 2”‘. For this v, p I, v 
iff ,U I,, v. Call a measure v on 99, and corresponding v’ on X,, a P,- 
measure (P-measure) iff supp(v’) is a Pi-set (P-set) in X,. This definition 
holds for v’ a Radon measure on an arbitrary compact space X. 
Fremlin’s example yields a (0, 1 }-valued P,-measure which is not coun- 
tably additive on 2”’ for the ultrafilter x is not a &ultralilter. In Comfort 
and Negrepontis [ 11, Theorem 10.41 (a result originally due to 
Kunen [23]), it is shown that there are at least 2”’ o,-good ultralilters 
which are not &ultrafilters on 0,. 
If we select finitely many P,-but not P-points {xi, . . . . x,~} and let 
v = (l/n) C;= i 6, we obtain a molecular, [63, P,-measure, which is not a 
P-measure. Are there more general finite measures with this property? One 
way to obtain such a measure is to start with a measure ,u with P,, 
a-complete and to pick finitely many P,-points {x,, . . . . x,} which are not 
P-points and are disjoint from N. The measure v = (1/2n) CT=, 6, + 4 ,U has 
the requisite property. One may view this construction as a cheat as it uses 
p which is a P-measure. One is tempted to take a countable collection of 
P,-points {x,,> to obtain an atomic P,-measure v = C 2-“6.,” on B. When 
is this possible? To consider this we examine some properties of P-sets and 
P,-sets in Lemmas 1.2 through 1.7. 
LEMMA 1.2. Zf C is a P,-measure (P-measure) and ,ii is a Radon measure 
with supp(f) = supp(fi) then j.i is a PI-measure (P-measure). If v and ,u are 
mutually weakly absolutely continuous finitely additive measures on an 
algebra B then v is a PI-measure (P-measure) lff p is. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let F be a closed set which is a union of closed subsets {F, >. 
If each F, is a P,-set (P-set) then F is as well. 
Proof (Only for P,-set case). If ij is a measure annihilating F it 
annihilates each F,. As a result v’ annihilates a neighborhood 0, of F, for 
each a. Thus, v annihilates the neighborhood u, 19, of F. a 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let F be a closed set which is the union of two disjoint closed 
subsets F, and F,. If F is a PI-set (P-set) then so are F, and FZ. 
Proof (Only for Pi-set case). Let v” be a measure annihilating F,. 
Decompose v” as v”,+ i?,., where SJF) = 0 and BF(F) = 0. Since CF(F) = 0 
VIP annihilates a neighborhood of F hence of F, . It need only be shown that 
S, annihilates a neighborhood of F,. Thus, we are reduced to the case 
where supp(?) c F. In this case supp(?) c F2 so f annihilates the 
neighborhood F1 of F,. 1 
As a consequence we have 
LEMMA 1.5. If x is an isolated point of a PI-set (P-set) then it is a 
P,-point (P-point). 
A converse to Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 holds for supports F of Radon 
measures on a compact Hausdorff space. 
LEMMA 1.6. Zf F, is a closed P,-set in F=supp(c) for the Radon 
measure C then F, = F\F, is closed. Zf x is a P,-point in F then x is isolated. 
Proof: Write c as GF, + cF2, where vIF,(F2) = 0 and S,(F, ) = 0. We have 
F= supp(C) = supp(lFl) u supp(C,) = F, u F,. Since Srz(F1) = 0 we have 
supp(v”,2) n F, = 0 so F, c F\F, = F,. Thus, F, = F,. 1 
A consequence of Lemma 1.6 is that if v” = C,“=, &,6,” is a measure with 
each x, a Pi-point then {x,: nE N} are isolated points of ,supp(S)= 
{x,: n E N}. Consequently, supp(v”) may be viewed as a compactilkation of 
N if N is embedded via the map n + x,. 
Based on Lemma 1.6 this lemma is nearly immediate. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let {x,: n E N} be a countable set of distinct points in a 
compact Hausdorff space X. There is no closed PI-set F# 0 in 
{x,:n~N}\{x,:n~N}. 
Proof. Otherwise {x,: n E N}\F is closed which is not the case. 1 
One further consequence of Lemma 1.7 is that /?N has N as its set of 
PI-points and there are no nonempty P,-sets of /?N contained in jN\N. 
Thus, in some sense, Fremlin’s example of Pi-points of floi in j?ol\w 1 
which are not P-points is best possible. On the other hand, Atalla [7] has 
shown, under the continuum hypothesis, ‘that if X is a compact space with 
at most c = 2*O open sets and X has a nonempty P,-set which is not a P-set 
then there is a P,-set of flN\N which is not a P-set of /?N\N. 
The following proposition characterizes all PI-measures on flN as being 
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equivalent, in terms of weak absolute continuity, to atomic measures on N, 
or as having clopen support. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. (a) Zf 3 is a P,-measure on BN with F= supp(C) then F 
is clopen. If ji is the restriction of v” to N then supp(,ii) = F. 
(b) The clopen sets of PN are the only PI-sets of fiN which are 
supports of measures. 
Proof: Let F, = Fu N and FZ = F\F, . Since F, is clopen in /?N F, is 
closed. Lemma 1.4 implies that F, is a PI-set. Lemma 1.7 implies that 
FZ = @. This suffices to establish the first assertion of (a). The remaining 
assertions of the proposition are nearly immediate. 1 
Another consequence of Lemma 1.7 is this proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let {x,: n E N} be distinct P,-points in a compact 
space X which has the property that the closure of any cozero set is a P,-set. 
The mapping n + x, extends to a homeomorhism h : /IN + {x, : n E N}. 
Proof: {x, : n E N} is equal to supp( v”), where C = I,“= i 2-“6,“. By 
Atalla [7, Theorem 21 supp(v”) is Stonian. By Lemma 1.6 the isolated 
points of (x,: nE N} =supp(v”) are (x,: nE N}. The mapping n +x, 
extends continuously to h : BN + supp( ij) and h is seen to be irreducible. By 
Semadeni [28, 24.2.101 h is a homeomorphism. 1 
The spaces X defined by the requirement of Proposition 1.9 include the 
F-spaces of Atalla [8], which include F-spaces of Gilman and 
Jerison [ 161. These in turn include Stone spaces of F-algebras of [4] 
which in turn include jUV\N and @i\w, as well as other Stone spaces of 
a-complete Boolean algebras modulo ideals. 
In such spaces if {x,: n E N} is any countable set of P,-points and A c N 
then .(x,: is a clopen, hence a P-subset of {x, : n E N). In this case if 
v’= C 2 -“6, and fi 4 C then fi is a P-measure on supp(C). If supp(v”) is a 
P,-set then ,C is a Pi-measure on X. Thus, if 9 = C 2-“6,” is a P,-measure 
on X so is fi for all jj -+ v”. Proposition 1.9 extends to this more general 
setting. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Suppose that {x, : n E N} are distinct P,-points of the 
compact space X and that ,G = C (2-“6,: n E A ) is a P,-measure for all 
A c N. The continuous mapping h: BN + {x,: n EN) defined by h(n) =x, 
for n E N is a homeomorphism. 
Proof For any AcN form p,=C{2-“6,“:nEA} and PA<= 
c {2-V,“: nE A’}. Both supp(fi,) and s~pp(p,~) are Pi-sets. Since 
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fiA 1 pAc it follows that pA(supp(bAc)) =O. Thus, since supp(pAc) is a Pi- 
set, supp(p,) n supp(p,,<) = a. That is, {x, : n E A} n m = 0. 
Thus, {x, : n E A} and m are complementary clopen sets in 
{x: n E A}. This suffices to show that h is a homeomorphism. g 
Thus, to find a nonmolecular Radon P,-measure c on a compact 
Hausdorff space X one may find a P,-homeomorph Z of /IN in X and let v” 
be a measure concentrated on the isolated points of Z with supp(?) = Z. 
Nearly immediate from Lemma 1.7 is this proposition which shows that 
the ensemble Pi(X) of Pi-points in the compact Hausdorff space X is fairly 
pathological if infinite. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. Let X be a compact Huusdorff space with PI(X) 
infinite. The only compact sets of X in PI(X) are the finite subsets of PI(X). 
A Bake set of X in PI(X) is an at most countable subset of P,(X). 
Proof. If there were an infinite compact set of X in P,(X), then there 
would be a sequence {x, : n E N} with compact closure F in PI(X). If 
Lemma 1.7 is not to be violated F cannot contain any points not in the 
sequence {x,: n E N}. Thus, {x,: n E N} is a compact set. At least one xnO is 
a limit point of (x,: n #n,}. Lemma 1.7 assures us that x,,, cannot be in 
PI(X) which is a contradiction. Thus, all compact subsets of PI(X) are 
finite. The assertion about Baire sets is easily established based on the 
result for compact sets. 1 
COROLLARY 1.11.1. (a) The only Radon measures on a compact 
Hausdorff X space with support in P,(X) are the molecular measures based 
on PI-points. 
(b) The only Radon measure on X giving full inner measure to PI(X) 
are the atomic measures based on points in P,(X). 
(c) If v’ is a nonatomic Radon measure on X then the inner measure of 
P,(X) with respect to v” is 0. 
ProoJ (a) Is immediate for the support of a nonmolecular Radon 
measure is an infinite compact set. 
(b) If V is a Radon measure then the inner measure of PI(X) is 
sup{?(K): K compactcP,(X)} =sup{v(F): F tinitecP,(X) so there is a 
countable set Cc PI(X) with 9(C) equal to the inner measure of PI(X). 
The restriction of v” to C is atomic and equals v’ if v” gives full inner measure 
to PI(X). 
(c) Immediate from (b). 1 
An immediate consequence of Corollary 1.11.1 is that any universally 
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measurable subset of X in P,(X) is universally null in being annihilated by 
all nonatomic Radon measures. 
The preceding results detail the internal structure of the support of a 
Radon PI-measure giving full measure to P,(X). An unsolved question is: 
“Which countable sets in P,(X) have closures in X which are 
homeomorphic to BN and are P,-sets?” 
It is easy to construct P,-measures of fairly arbitrary type if one is 
allowed to choose the compact Hausdorff space. If x is a PI-point in /IO, 
and SE M:(X) for some compact Hausdorff space X then (x} x supp(c) is 
a PI-set in flw, x X and b = 6, x 3 is a PI-measure on 60, x X. If .‘c is not a 
P-point then b is not a P-measure. 
Remarks. (1) R. Atalla has pointed out to the author that Talagrand, in 
Lemma 1 of [31], has constructed a rather complicated example of a P,- 
set G in a certain compact Hausdorff space X. X is of the form /?B, where B 
is a countable disjoint sum of copies of a compact Hausdorff space D and 
Cc X\B hence cannot be a P-set. It is not clear as to the topological 
nature of G, whether it is a point, is scattered, or is perfect. G however, is 
constructed by elementary means not involving o,-good ultrafilters. 
(2) As we have remarked before, the existence of P,-sets of PN\N 
which are not P-sets of /?N\N is problematical. However, Kunen has 
demonstrated in [24] (also see [12]) that within bN\N there are 2’, weak- 
P-points which are not P-points of PN\N. A weak-P-point is a point not in 
the closure of any countable disjoint subset. If x E /?N\N is a weak-P-point 
and 12 is a Radon measure on /3N\N with separable support; in particular, 
if ,ii is atomic, and p( {x}) = 0 then x # supp(F). However, it is known that 
there are measures on /3N\N with nonseparable support. Consequently, 
one cannot conclude as one would like that a weak-P-point of /IN\ N is a 
P,-point. Nevertheless, it may be possible that weak-P-points are P,-points 
or that, at least, infinitely many are. 
2. STRONG FINITE ADDITIVITY AND Lm* 
It is shown in Hewitt and Yosida [21] that the elements in 
Luo*+(X, Z:, ,U)C BA+(JJ which are singular to L”(X, C, p) are those 
which are purely finitely additive and that in case p is finite or o-finite these 
are the elements @ of Leo* ‘(X, 2, ,u) which are strongIyfinitely additive in 
that there exists a decreasing sequence (A,: n E N} c C with empty inter- 
section so that I( @ I( = @(A,) for n E N. Levin [25] shows that if ~1 is not 
necessarily a-finite then @ is singular to L’ +(X, C, cl) iff the restriction of @ 
toz,={~‘Ez:~’ c A} is strongly finitely additive on the a-algebra 2, of 
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subsets of A for all A which are a-finite for ~1. Actually, one need only 
restrict p to A with p(A) < cc. 
It is shown, in Armstrong and Prikry [S], that on a Boolean algebra ?8 
an element of BA ‘(97) is purely finitely additive iff it is a countable sum of 
strongly finitely additive measures. (Here the requirement of 0, A, = (21 
must interpreted as the Boolean inlimum of (A,,} being C$ in the definition 
of strong finite additivity.) Actually, only the case ~8 = 2x for some set X 
was discussed but the more general case holds without change in the 
argument of [5]. It is not known if there is a set X such that 2x admits a 
purely finitely additive p which is not strongly finitely additive. If there is 
such a set there is one of minimum cardinality K and we may assume X= K. 
If p is such a measure on K then p is diffuse in that p( (x}) = 0 for x E rc. A 
cardinal K is said to be real-valued measurable iff it admits a diffuse 
countably additive measure. The cojinality of cf(rc) of a cardinal K is the 
smallest cardinal A so that K = sup(&: c( < A} where 1, < u for all ~1. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The least cardinal K so that K admits a purely finitely 
additive nonstrongly finitely additive measure is a regular limit cardinal 
larger than K, or has real-valued measurable cofinality. 
Proof. Assume that cfrc) is not real-valued measurable. Since any 
purely finitely additive measure on K, is strongly finitely additive it follows 
that K > K,,. Let p be a purely finitely additive hence diffuse, nonstrongly 
finitely additive measure on JC. Proposition 3 of [IS] states that a diffuse 
measure on a successor cardinal is strongly finitely additive. Thus, K is not 
a successor cardinal so it is a limit cardinal. If cf(rc) < K so that K is a 
singular (= nonregular) limit cardinal we may consider for each u the set 
[0, &) =A, c K. The set A, has cardinality 1, <K. The ensemble {[a,, 
&+b=d-(K)} P rovides a partition of K. ,As in 16, Section 51 p may be 
decomposed as pi + p2, where p1 is uniform on K in that p(A) =0 if 
) A ) < K and ,u* is purely nonuniform in that there is an increasing sequence 
iA “: n E N} of subsets of K of cardinal less than K so that lim, _ o. 
pLZ(A,,) = 1)~~ (1. Since pL2 is purely finitely additive and 1 A,( <K each A,, 
admits a countable partition into pz negligible sets. As a result U,,= I A, 
admits a countable partition into pLz negligible sets. Thus p2 is strongly 
finitely additive. As a result pi must not be strongly finitely additive since p 
is not strongly finitely additive. In particular p, # 0. Assume, without loss 
of generality, that p = pl. 
Induce a measure v on cf(rc) by setting v(A)=p(U {[A,, La+): ME A}). 
Since fi is uniform v is a diffuse measure on cf(K). If v has a nontrivial 
countably additive part then cf(rc) is a real-valued measurable cardinal. 
Otherwise, v is purely finitely additive on cf(rc). If v were strongly finitely 
additive then p would be as well for if (A,: n E IX} is a partition of cf(rc) 
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into v-negligible sets and if B, = U {[i”,, i,,,): CZEA,,) for all n then 
{B,: n E o} would be a partition of K into p-negligible sets. Since p is not 
strongly finitely additive cf(K) admits the purely finitely additive non- 
strongly finitely additive measure p so cf(K) 3 K > cf(K). This contradiction 
shows that if K is singular then cf(rc) is real-valued measurable. 1 
In [S] for a measure ,u on a cardinal m the number n,(p) is defined to be 
the smallest cardinal of a partition of m by elements of N,. In our case in 
Proposition 2.1 if p is purely finitely additive and not strongly finitely 
additive on K then N, < A,(p) d K. If n,(p) <: K then A,(p) is real-valued 
measurable. If A,(p) = K then K is the at most countable sum of measurable 
ideal cardinals [S, Proposition 51. A measurable ideal cardinal m is one 
which has a diffuse probability measure p so that N,, is closed upon taking 
unions of fewer than m elements. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (X, C, u) be a positive localizable measure space 
and let (X, : a < 1) c .Z be a maximal almost surely disjoint family with 
0 < u( X,) < co for all ordinals a less than the cardinal ;1: 
(a) L’+(X, C, ,u) = CA+(C) n L”*(X, Z, u) iff A is not a real-valued 
measurable cardinal. 
(b) There is a nonstrongly finitely additive probability v# in 
L”*(X,Z, u) with v# singular to L’(X, 2, p) iff there is a diffuse non- 
strongly finitely additive probability measure on i. If ,I is not real-valued 
measurable then v # is purely finitely additive. 
Proof: Let v E BAT(2”). Define v# E BAT(Z) via the formula v#(A) = 
Ii. @(An X,)/p(X,)) v(da). If p(A)=0 then v#(A) =O. Also, v”(X)= 1. 
Thus v# E Loo* + (X, C, p) n BAT(C). Let (A, : n E N} be a partition of C 
into sets with 0 < ,u(A,) d cc for all n. For any a, since ,u(X,) > 0 there are 
{n,m}cN with u(A,nX,)>(l/m) ,u(X,). Let E,,,={a:u(A,nX,)> 
(l/m) ,u(X,). The countable set {E,,, m: {n, m} c N} covers R. We have 
V#(An)=Sj. W4,nXJ/AXJ) vW)>(l/m) VW,,,) for {n,m) cN. If 
{A, : n E N} consists of v #-negligible sets then {E, m : {n, m} c N} consists 
of v-negligible sets. If v is not strongly finitely additive then v# is not 
strongly finitely additive. If v is diffuse then v#(X,) = 0 for all a. In this case 
if there is a ir,< v# of the form ?:A+j,gdp for some gEL’+(X,C,p) 
from v(X,) = 0 it follows that lx. g du = 0 for all a. As a result, lx g du = 0. 
Consequently, v” = 0. That is, v# is singular to L’(X, Z, p) if v is diffuse. If 2 
is real-valued measurable then v may be taken to be countable additive. In 
this case v# is an element of CA:(Z) n L” *(X, Z, p) singular to 
L’(X, Z, p). In any case, if v is diffuse and nonstrongly finitely additive in 
BAT (2”) then v# is a nonstrongly finitely additive element of L”*(X, ,Z’:, p) 
singular to L’(X, C, p). Thus, half of (a) and half of (b) is established. 
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Now start with a v# in L”*(X, C, p) n M:(C) which is singular to 
L’(X, C, p). The restriction of v # to any X, is strongly finitely additive by 
the result of Hewitt and Yosida. Thus, there is a partition {X; : n E N} of 
X, into v” negligible sets. By deleting those X; with p(X;) = 0 one obtains 
a mutually disjoint subcollection of {X;: a< L, n EN} of sets with 
0 < p(XE) < cc for all (a, n) which is a maximal almost surely disjoint 
collection of cardinality J.. Thus, without loss of generality, assume that 
u”(X,) = 0 to start with. 
Define v E BA : (2’) by setting v(E) = v # (lJ (X, : a E E} ). Notice that v is 
diffuse on J.. If v# is countably additive so is v. This completes the proof of 
(a). If v# is nonstrongly finitely additive then v is nonstrongly finitely 
additive. Otherwise, there exists a partition {E,: n E N} of 1 into v- 
negligible sets. Here, if one defines Y, = u {X,: a E E,} for n E N, one 
obtains a partition { Y, : n E N} of C into v# -negligible sets, a contradic- 
tion. This completes the proof of (b). 1 
Remarks. (1) Part (a) of Proposition 2.2 is due essentially to Karel 
Prikry [26]. Also see Corollary 8.2 of [3]. 
(2) The result quoted in Hewitt and Yosida [21] actually states that 
if C is a a-algebra, p E CA + (JJ and v E BA +(C) has v I p then there is a 
decreasing sequence {A, : n E N} c C with v(A,) = j( v (1 and lim, _ m 
p(A,) = 0. This is a consequence of the fact that v is decomposed as vi + v2 
with v1 <<w p and v2 I, ,U so v2 I, p (Proposition 1.2) and of the strong 
finite additivity of v2 on z,,. We see that this holds for (X, z, p) localizable 
if the cardinal il of a maximal almost surely disjoint family of sets of finite 
and strictly positive p-measure does not admit a purely finitely additive 
nonstrongly finitely additive probability measure. 
Hewitt and Yosida [213 gave a characterization of purely finitely 
additive measures on a o-algebra C which we may paraphrase as follows. A 
v E BA + (C) is purely finitely additive iff for every p E CA + (C) the measure 
v, occuring in the decomposition v = v, + v,~ into vp 4 w  ~1 and v,,, I, p has 
the property that, on the measure algebra 6,, vF is strongly finitely 
additive. 
Notice that the cardinal number of a maximal family of almost surely 
disjoint sets of positive measure for (X, C, p) is the cellularity of the Stone 
space 2, of the measure algebra C,. Recall, [32, 111, that the cellularity of 
a topological space is the supremum of the cardinalities of disjoint collec- 
tions of nonempty open sets. If I is the cellularity of 2, then the complete 
algebra generated by a disjoint family in E, of cardinality 3, is isomorphic 
to the clopen algebra of BA (where i is regarded as discrete). Consequently, 
Z, has /33, as a continuous image iff the cellularity of Z, is at least i On 
the other hand, if one has a disjoint family {A, : a < L} c L?:, for a cardinal 
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I. and picks one ultrafilter .Y, on E‘, containing A, for each r < j. one 
obtains a subset {x1: !IY < A ) of 2, whose closure is homeomorphic to Fiji 
under a homeomorphism which assigns .x, to LY < A. Consequently, Z, has 
cellularity 3 A iff /?A is homeomorphic to a subset of Z,. These con- 
siderations hold not just with regard to z‘, and its Stone space Z, but with 
respect to any complete Boolean algebra 49 and its Stone space X,#. These 
considerations also hold for A-complete Boolean algebras (subsets of 
cardinality A have suprema and intima in g). The term corresponding to 
cellularity of the Stone space X, of a Boolean algebra 9I is chain condition. 
99 satisfies the A-chain condition iff the cardinal of any disjoint collection 
in B\(d) is no larger than 3,. X,, has cellularity 1 only if 98 satisfies the 
A-chain condition, [32, 111. See [32, 1 l] for proofs of the following. 
proposition 2.3. Let 2 be a cardinal number and $9 be an m-complete 
Boolean algebra for some m 2 2. (a) o (a’) -=z (b) o (b”) o (c)o (c’): 
(a) G? satisfies the n-chain condition for some n b 1. 
(a’) X, has cellularity n 3 2. 
(b) 98 has a subalgebra isomorphic to 2’. 
(b’) X, admits pi as a continuous image. 
(c) 98 has a quotient algebra isomorph& to 2’.. 
(c’) X, has a subset homeomorphic to pi. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let .SY be a Boolean algebra with the property that 
every disjoint countable subset is a subset of a countable partition of ~43. Let 
X, contain a subset homeomorphic to PA, where A has a purely finitely 
additive nonstrongly finitely additive probability measure. 9 then has a 
purely finitely additive nonstrongly finitely additive measure. 
Proof Let p be a purely finitely additive nonstrongly finitely additive 
measure on A. Let p be the corresponding Radon measure on PA. Consider 
b to be a Radon measure on X, with fi(X,\gA) =O. Let p(;” denote the 
corresponding finitely additive measure on a. Suppose that /A* were 
strongly finitely additive on 99 with {A,: n E N} a partition of B with 
,P(A,) = 0 for all n. Since /3A is a closed set in X,2” is a quotient algebra 
of W and ,D is the image of p@ under the quotient map. Since {A,: n E N} 
partitions g the images (A,” : n E IV} under the quotient map cover 2” by 
,u-negligible sets. Since this is impossible pa is not strongly finitely additive. 
Since ~1 is purely finitely additive it may be expressed as C,“=, ,u,, where 
each v” is strongly finitely additive. For a given pL, let ,G, be the 
corresponding Radon measure on fiA and on X, so p = C,, =, /i,. Let pf be 
the finitely additive measure on W correspoding to ii,,. Let {A, ,,, : m E N} 
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partition 2” into p,-negligible sets. Let (C,, m : m E N} be the corresponding 
clopen subsets of /?,I. Let { Cf , : m E N} be a disjoint sequence of 
clopen sets in X, with Cf , n p,I = C, m, for all m E N. We have 
P=U b&n :mE N}. Let {II,,,: kE N} be a partition of g so that 
if { [o,,k]: kE N} is the corresponding family of clopen sets in X, 
then {C&,, : m E N) c { [o,,k]: k E N}. Since p,I is the closure of 
u cn: m E N} each [O,, k] not among { Cz,, : m E N} is in X,\flll hence 
receives measure 0 under fi hence under &. Since p,JA,,)=O we have 
fi,(Cz,) = 0 for m E N. Thus, pLn(D,,, k) = 0 for all k E N. Consequently, pf is 
strongly finitely additive for all n hence p 1 is purely finitely additive. 1 
Remark. The property that a countable disjoint subset of .%Y be 
contained in a countable partition of a is satisfied for a-complete 
(= &,-complete) algebras and for algebras satisfying the countable chain 
condition (= &,-chain condition). This property may be phrased in terms 
of Stone spaces by saying that if tI is a cozero set in X, then 0’ has a dense 
cozero subset. Recall that in [13] Dashiell, Hager, and Henriksen define a 
quasi-F-space by the requirement that if 8r and t12 are disjoint cozero-sets 
with dense union then 8, and & are clopen. A quasi-F-algebra is a Boolean 
algebra 99 with X, a quasi-F;space. The only quasi-F-algebras which 
satisfy the condition of the proposition are the a-complete algebras, Since 
a satisfying countable chain condition cannot have /?,I c X, if 1, > K0 the 
principal application of this proposition is to a-complete Boolean algebras. 
We say that a measure on a Boolean algebra g is strongly finitely 
additive on A E 99 iff the restriction of the measure to A gives a strongly 
finitely additive measure on the Boolean algebra 9A = {A’ n A : A’ ES?}. 
Similarly, we may define a measure to be nonstrongly finitely additive on A 
if its restriction is not strongly finitely additive on A. 
When 99 is a o-complete Boolean algebra which admits a purely finitely 
additive probability measure p which is not strongly finitely additive then 
this proposition assures us that it admits one which is not strongly finitely 
additive on any element A of with u(A) > 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let 33 be a o-complete Boolean algebra which admits a 
purely finitely additive nonstrongly finitely additive probability measure p. 
There is a disjoint sequence {A,,: n E N} c 9 so that p is strongly finitely 
additive on each A,, and so that tf v is the measure defined by v(A) = p(A) - 
C,“= 1 u(A n A,,) then v # 0 and v is nonstrongly jmitely additive on each 
A E C.3 with v(A) > 0. 
Proof If p is nonstrongly finite additive on any A with p(A) # 0 take 
A,, = 0 for all n. Otherwise 1, = sup (u(A) : p is strongly finitely additive 
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on A} > 0. Pick A, so that p is strongly finitely additive on A, and so that 
2p(A,)>&. We have 
A, = sup { p(A) : ,u is strongly finitely additive on A, A A A, = a) 
=A,,-p(A,)<&. 
If 1, = 0 we are done. Otherwise, proceed by induction. 
Assume {A,, . . . . A,) have been chosen to be disjoint with p strongly 
finitely additive on Aj forj= 1, . . . . n and so that 2p(Aj+ ,) > Aj= sup{p(A): 
A n (A, u . .. u Aj) = 0, p strongly finitely additive on A ) = 
~~o-(~(A,)+...+~(Aj))>2~‘K, for l<j<n. Choose AntI with A,+ln 
(A, u . . . u A,,) = @, 2p(A, + i) > 1, and ,D strongly finitely additive on A,, + , 
if 1, # 0. This defines the disjoint sequence (A, : n E N). Since each A,, is 
partitioned into countably many p-null sets, it follows that 
A, = IJ {A,: n E N} also admits such a partition. As a result p as well as 
v 6~ and ~1 -v 6 ~1 are strongly finitely additive on A,. Since 
(p - v)(A’,) = 0 it follows that p - v is strongly finitely additive. Suppose 
that v is strongly finitely additive on some A, with v(A,) > 0. For some n, 
v(A,) > &2--n + ‘. We may assume that A, n (A, u . . u A,) is empty, since 
v(Aj)=Oforallj.Then~,=sup{~(A):An(A~u~~~uA~)=IZj,~strongly 
finitely additive on A} >, ,a(A,) = (p - v)(A,) + v(A,) > A,,2-“+I. This is 
because both v and p-v, hence ~1, are strongly finitely additive on A,. 
However, 2, < 2-“1,. This contradiction establishes the assertion that v is 
not strongly finitely additive on any A with v(A) > 0. If v = 0 then p = 1( - v 
is strongly finitely additive which is not the case. 1 
We examine further the measures v # 0 which are not strongly finitely 
additive on any A E 53. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let 93 be a a-complete Boolean algebra. Ifv E BA,+ (W) 
then (a) is equivalent to (b): 
(a) N, is a-complete. 
(b) v is not strongly finitely additive on any A E 9 with v(A) > 0. 
Proof: If (b) holds and {A,, : n E N} c Jy^ is an increasing sequence with 
supremum A then A E XV else v(A) > 0 and v is strongly finitely additive on 
A. Thus, (b) implies (a). That (a) implies (b) is even easier to establish. l 
When $3 is an algebra of subsets of a set X we integrate functions on X 
as usual with respect to a finitely additive measure ,u. If h is a simple 
function on X which is a finite linear combination XZixa, with 
iA 1, --*, A,} c 33 then j h dp = Z&p(Ai). If h is ~-measurable in that it is a 
uniform limit of simple functions then J h d,a is the limit of the integrals of 
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the simple functions. An unbounded h is 9CmeasurabIe iff (h A n) v (-m) 
is a-measurable for all n, m c N. In this case Ih du is defined to be 
lim .,,+,j(hr\n)v(-m)du if this limit exists in [-co,co]. A 
W-measurable h is p-null iff j ( h 1 du = 0. If h 2 0 is p-null, - h < g < h, and f 
is a p-integrable P&measurable function we set If+ g du = Jfdu. Via this 
latter definition one enlarges the algebra 2-3 of p-integrable sets to a 
p-completion &’ consisting of sets A so that xA differs from a 
g-measurable function by at most a null function. We set p(A) = 1 xa du 
for all A EL& and let kP = (A E L?%‘: p(A) =O}. When ~43 is a o-algebra 
the %measurable functions are the usual ones. In this case a p-null 
a-measurable function h > 0 is one such that p( {h > l/n}) = 0 for n E N. 
Conversely, if one has an increasing sequence {A,: n E N} c J$ one may 
construct a p-null &?-measurable function h 2 0 with A, = (h >, l/n> for 
all n, even if &? is not a o-algebra. When ~4? is a a-algebra and h 2 0 is a 
&?-measurable function then l h du = 0 implies that p is strongly finitely 
additive on {h > 0). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let 69 be a o-algebra of subsets of X and let 
VEBA:(~). We have (a)e(b)O(c)*(d)=>(e): 
(a) v is nonstrongly finitely additive on A if v(A)>O. 
(b) If h > 0 is 39-measurable and v-null then {h > 0} E 4,. 
(c) J” = (A’: A’ c A E JfV} and Jv; is o-complete. 
(d) 4’ consists of sets A’ so that A’ n A c N for some A E g and 
NE x>. 88 ’ is a o-algebra. 
(e) A bounded function f is &v-measurable iff it agrees with a B- 
measurable function outside a set in Jv;. 
Proof We have (a) * (b). Conversely, if (b) is true and {A,) is an 
increasing sequence in M” then we may construct a %-measurable v-null h 
with {h>,l/n}=A, for nEN. Then {h>O)=lJ,=, A,EN~. This shows 
that NY is o-complete hence establishes (b) =+. (a). 
Assume that (b) is true. If h 2 0 is v-null and -h d g < h then (g # 0} is 
contained in {h > 0} E MY. This applied to A’ c X with xas =g&“- 
measurable implies (c). That (c) implies (a) is immediate. 
~8 ” consists of sets A’ so that xA, differs from a B-measurable f by a null 
function h. If (b) holds then 4” consists of sets A’ so that xA, agrees with a 
g-measurable function f outside of set N in NV. Set f equal to 0 on N to 
obtain g-measurable function agreeing with xA,,N everywhere. That is, 
XJ,,~ is %%measurable and equals xA, except on N. Since 33 is a 
o-algebra A’\N E L!3. Thus, &” consists of sets A’ so that A’ n A E MU for 
some A E $4. By (c) Ju; is o-complete from which the a-completeness of 4” 
follows. Thus, (b) implies (d). 
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The implication (d)=>(e) follows easily from the monotone class 
theorem. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let 1, be N curdinal lthich admits u purely finitef~~ 
additive nonstrongly ,finiteIy additive measure. Let 49 he u ,I-complete 
Boolean algebra admitting u disjoint family (A, : a < 1) c 49 so that for each 
a < ,4 there is a p E CA: (9) with pJA,) = 1. There is a purely finiteI?> 
additive measure m:asure p E BA : (93) not strongly ,finitely additive on anq 
A E B. 
Proof: Let ,M~, be a purely finitely additive probability measure on 3.. 
For AE~ define p(A)=fj&AnA,),uj.(da). If p were strongly finitely 
additive then there would be (E,. . n .5 N} a partition of d consisting 
of p-negligible sets. Defining A” = u {A,: c( E E,, 1 for n EN and 
A0 = n {A;: c1 <A> would yield a countable partition {A”: n = 0, 1, 2, . ...} 
into p-negligible sets. Thus, if pj. were strongly finitely additive then ,u 
would be strongly finitely additive. Since pj, is purely finitely additive it is a 
countable sum of strongly finitely additive measures. As a result, p is a 
countable sum of strongly finitely additive measures hence is purely tinitely 
additive. 
Now assume that p1 is nonstrongly finitely additive. In this case p is 
nonstrongly finitely additive. Otherwise there is a partition {A”: n E N) of 
~in~~~.Foreach(n,m}cNletE,,,={cl:~u,(A,nA”)~l/m}.Wehave 
0 = PW) =i PL,(A, n A”) P,(da) 2 SE,.,,,PJA,~A~) P>.(d”) 2 (l/m) tij.(En,m). 
As a result pl(E,,,)= 0 for all (n, m} c N. Since ,u~, is nonstrongly 
finitely additive there is an c1 E n\U {E,, m: {n, m} c N}. For this CI 
we have pu,(A,n A”) =0 for all n. Consequently, &(A,) =0 for 
A, = u,, (A, n A”: n E N}. This contradicts our assumption that pZ(A,) = 1 
for all tl. Thus, p is nonstrongly finitely additive. Similarly p is not strongly 
finitely additive on any A E G?‘\J+$. i 
If ccj. is countably additive and diffuse, so 1 is real-valued measurable, 
then p is countably additive. One particular case is that where B is the 
measure algebra of a positive localizable measure (X, C, v) admitting an 
almost surely disjoint collection {A,: 01 < A} c Z\NV. Here ,uu, is the restric- 
tion of v to A, normalized to be a probability measure. The measure p has 
corresponding to it the measure fi on the Stone space X,. Since /I is a 
P-measure, supp(,G) is a P-set in X,. If the measure ,u~ is diffuse then 
,u(A,) = 0 for all CI so ,u I v and supp($) is nowhere dense in X,. If ~1;. is 
countably additive so is p and fi annihilates all nowhere dense zero sets in 
X,. On the other hand, if p(l were purely finitely additive hence if p were 
purely finitely additive then p would be a countable sum of strongly finitely 
additive measures (y,: n EN). For each n supp(&) lies in a nowhere dense 
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zero set N,. In this case the support of ,i? is in the nowhere dense set 
u nE N N,. As a result we have this proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let Z be a hyperstonian compact Hausdorff space with 
cellularity A. Let 1 admit a diffuse nonstrongly finitely additive probability 
measure. There is a fi E M:(Z) such that supp(fi) is a nowhere dense P-set. 
I f  A is real-valued measurable then p may be chosen so that iI(N) = 0 for all 
nowhere dense zero sets N. If 1 is not real-valued measurable then 
supp@) c N, where N is some nowhere dense set which is the closure of a 
countable union of zero sets. 
3. SHAM-COMPACTS, SHAM-SHAM-COMPACTS, P-POINTS, AND P,-POINTS 
A slight shift in emphasis results from replacing compact spaces by 
locally compact spaces. Whereas all Radon measures on a compact space X 
are bounded and of compact support the Radon measures, M(Y), on a 
locally compact space Y need not coincide with M,,(Y) the space of 
bounded Radon measures on Y nor they, in turn, with the space M,(Y) 
of Radon measures with compact support. Rather, one only has 
M,(Y) = Md Y) c M( Y). 
The analogous situation, in the Boolean setting is the replacement of a 
Boolean algebra 93 with a Boolean ring 9 without unit. Here one allows 
the possibility of unbounded finitely additive measures or of bounded 
finitely additive measures not giving full measure to any element of 9. 
We denote by BA,,,(L%J), for any Boolean ring 9, those p: 92 --* ( - co, co) 
so that the restriction pJa to 99)A= {A'nA:A'cS} defined by PI.(E)= 
p(E) for EEB~ belongs to BA(93A) for all 4 ~6% &t,,,(g) consists of the 
real-valued additive functions locally of bounded variation on 9% For every 
A E 92 there is a seminorm 11 I( A on BA,,,(%?) defined by setting II p [IA equal 
to the variation norm of pA in BA(Se,). M(W) is defined to be those 
P~~&,(W with 11~11 =supREd )]p\)IA< co. B&(W) consists of those 
PEBA(W with IIPII =dA)= 11~11~ f or some AE& For any AE.@ we 
have an isometric injection BA(SA) + M(9) given by extending 
p E BA(.!SA) to p E &t,(9) by setting p(C) = 0 if CE R with C n A = a. 
This yields a continuous injection j, of BA(9,) into M,,,(a) inverse to 
the restriction mapping p + p I,,,. If E c F are in &? one obtains a con- 
tinuous injection j, : BA(WE) -+ BA(W,) upon composing the restriction 
map p-+plF withj,. The system ({BA(~J: EC%?}, (J’rE: EcF in R}} 
forms an inductive system of Banach lattices directed by inclusion in R. 
&4,,,(a) is the inductive limit of this system. 
The Boolean ring 92 may be considered, in a unique way, as a maximal 
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ideal in a Boolean algebra 94 with co = {A”: A E 9) the ultralilter of d 
dual to 9. The Stone space X, of W is defined to be X,\ { co } (where 
X,, = ultrafilters on W). X, consists of ultrafilters based on elements of 9 
and may be considered as the set of ultrafilters on 9. X, is the one point 
compactilication of X,. BA(.%) may be identified with those pi BA(.@) 
satisfying lim,, w  p (E) = 0. Thus, under the Stone correspondence, BA(.@) 
is identified with ,u E M(X,) with ) ,D) (co) = 0. 
For A E 9?, A is a compact open subset of X, c A’, and all compact open 
subsets of X, arise in this fashion. X, is a locally compact, noncompact, 
totally disconnected Hausdorff spaces. Conversely, if Y is a locally 
compact, noncompact, totally disconnected Hausdorff space it is 
(homeomorphic to) the Stone space of its Boolean ring of compact-open 
sets. 
If A E$$ then BA(BA) is identified, via its inclusion in BA(.!%) c BA(93) 
and the Stone correspondence, with the space M(A) c M,.(X,) c 
Mh(XJP) of Radon measures on X, with support in A. This identifica- 
tion is a Banach lattice isomorphic isometry. The inductive system 
{ {BA(SZ”,): EEL%}, (jFE: EC F in !?A?)} corresponds exactly to the induc- 
tive system {{M(E): EEW}, {j,: EC F in %?} 1 where;,,: M(E) + M(F) 
are the usual inclusions. Since the inductive limit of this system is M(X,) 
we have the following theorem which also appears in [2]. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Stone correspondence for Boolean rings without 
unit). Let C%’ be a Boolean ring without unit whose Stone space is X,. 
There is a 1-l lattice isomorphism p --) fi from BA,,(W) onto M(X,). For 
any p E BA,,,(S), p is determined by the requirement that p(A) = fi(A) for 
all A E W. 
The vague topology on M(X,) corresponds to the weak topology on 
BA,,,(W) which is the weakest rendering each map p + p(A) continuous as 
A ranges over 9% The inductive limit topology on BA,,,(S) or M(X,) is 
generated by the seminorms p + 11 p /I A or @ -+ 11 fi I,,, 11 as A ranges over 9. 
In [ 10, 333 sham-compact locally compact spaces Y are defined as those 
so that each o-compact set is relatively compact. Equivalently, Y is sham- 
compact iff C,(Y)= C,(Y). Passing to dual spaces one has, for sham 
compact spaces, M(Y) = Mb(Y). 
We shall call an open set in a compact set a co-P-set iff its complement is 
a P-set. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Y be a locally compact Hausdorff space. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) Y is sham-compact. 
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(b) Y is a co-P-set in some compact Hausdorff space in which it is 
homeomorphically embedded. 
(c) Y is a co-P-set in any compact Hausdorff space in which it is 
homeomorphically embedded. 
If Y is sham-compact then M(Y) = Mb(Y) = M,(Y). 
Proof Let Y be homeomorphically embedded in a compact Hausdorff 
space X and let Z = X\ Y. Z is a P-set iff given any a-compact cozero set F 
with F A Z = 0 we have Z c (F’),. This is equivalent to the requirement 
that if F is a o-compact set in Y then F is a compact set in Y. This easily 
establishes the equivalences of (a), (b), and (c). 
Suppose that Y is sham-compact and that b E M( Y) = M,,(Y). There is 
a o-compact Fc Y with I( p 11 = 1 ,E 1 (F). Since F is compact supp@) is 
compact. 1 
The last assertion of Proposition 3.2 does not characterize sham-compact 
spaces. If Y is a locally compact space for which M(Y) = M,,(Y) = M,(Y) 
we call Y sham-sham-compact. 
We call the complement of a P,-set in a compact Hausdorff space a 
co-P,-set. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Y be a locally compact Hausdorff space. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) Y is sham-sham-compact. 
(b) Y is a co-PI-set in some compact Hausdorff space in which it is 
homeomorphically embedded. 
(c) Y is a co-PI-set in any compact Hausdorff space in which it is 
homeomorphically embedded. 
Proof The equivalence of (b) and (c) is not difficult to see. Suppose 
that Y is sham-sham-compact and let X = Y u (cc } be the one point com- 
pactification. If fi E M(X) satisfies fi( { co ) ) = 0 then fi ( y E Mb( Y) = M,( Y) 
Thus, cc is not in supp(p). Since p is arbitrary 00 is a Pi-point of X and Y 
is a co-P,-set Thus, (a) * (b). 
Now assume that (b) is satisfied for some X in which Y is 
homeomorphically embedded. We have M,,(Y) = M,(Y) immediately. Let 
PE M+( Y) and suppose that fi is unbounded. There exist a sequence 
{K,: n E N} of compacts in Y with ,C(K, + i) > b(K,) + 1 for all n. From this 
it is possible to construct a disjoint sequence {KE: n E N} of compact 
subsets of Y with $(Kn) > 1 for all n and K:, = supp(/i)<). Let 
s=c;z, 2-“[p(K9]-‘iI( K;, E Mb( Y). We have v E M,( Y). Thus, supp(v”) 
is compact. However, Kac supp(v”) for all n. Thus, co >p (supp(?))a 
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C,F= I fi(Ki,) = ~8 which is impossible. Thus, b E Mh( Y). As a result Y is 
sham-sham-compact. Thus (b) * (a). 1 
COROLLARY 3.3.1. If 9 is u Boolean ring wlith X, shum-shun-compact 
then BA,,,(S?) = BA(d) = &4,(W). 
Proqf: This is a corollary of the Stone representation theorem 3.1 and 
the definition of a sham-sham-compact set. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3.2. There is a Boolean ring W without unit yet with 
BA,,,(&?) = B/I(g) = BA,(.%). 
Proof: The ring of compact open sets in the complement of a PI-set in 
a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space will do. 1 
We return to the setting of a positive localizable measure space (X, C, 11). 
Let 2, be the hyperstonian maximal ideal space of L”(X, C, p), the Stone 
spaces of z,. The space Y, was defined in [0] to be the union of all 
(clopen) supports of normal probability measures on Z,. Y,, is locally com- 
pact and equals Z, iff Z, satisfies the countable chain condition. Otherwise, 
Y, is a dense open subset of Z,. From Proposition 2.1 of [0] it follows 
that Y is the largest open subset of Z which locally satisfies the countable 
chain condition. It also follows that any cr-compact subset of Y is relatively 
compact. Thus, Y, is sham-compact. Consequently, the normal Radon 
measures .N(Z,) agree with the (unbounded) residual Radon measures, 
[3], Jlr( Y,,) on Y,,. From Proposition 1 of [0] it follows that L’(X, .X, p) 
is isomorphic as a Banach lattice to ,/lr( Y,). 
The example gives a natural example of a sham-compact space other 
than the countable ordinal space in [lo]. There are others. There are 
certain sham-compact open subspaces of Y,, which arise naturally upon 
consideration of the homogeneous measures (or homogeneous measure 
algebras) of Maharam [28]. Recall that a o-finite measure ,D on the 
measurable space (X, L’) is homogeneous of cardinal m 2 K, iff L’(X, z:, p) 
is Banach lattice isomorphic to L’( (0, I)“, ,I,,,), where 1, is fair coinflip 
measure on { 0, 1) “‘. We will say that ,u is homogeneous of cardinal 0 iff p is 
{ 0, 1 }-valued. p is homogeneous of cardinal m iff Z, is homeomorphic to 
Zj.m. Since all nonempty clopen subsets of Zi,m are homeomorphic to Z,_ 
any measure v # 0 absolutely continuous with respect to p is homogeneous 
of cardinal m if p is. There is for m 2 N, and p homogeneous of cardinal m 
with (1~ )I = 1, a decomposition p =C,“= I pn with (Pi: n E N} mutually 
singular and all nonzero. From this it follows that Z, = p (tJ,“= , Z,“) hence 
that Zn, =/I (IJ,“= r Z,_), where U,“=, ZAm is a countable disjoint union of 
copies of ZA,. From this it follows that if v =z,,= I v, and each v, is 
homogeneous of cardinal m then so is v. We recall that a linear subspace 
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M c CA(X, C) with M = M+---M+ is a Banach lattice direct summand of 
CA(X, C) iff it is closed under absolute continuity, so u Q y E M implies 
p E M, and is norm-closed. This is true iff M+ is closed in CA(X, C) under 
countable summation and is order solid in that 0 <p < v E M implies that 
p E h4. (See related results in [6].) As a result, the previous remarks of this 
paragraph yield this proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let (X, C) be a measurable space. Let m 2 N,, be a 
cardinal. The space CA,( X, C) of p with I p ( homogeneous of cardinal m is a 
Banach lattice direct summand of CA(X, C). 
If (X, C, 11) is an arbitrary positive localizable measure space then 
L’(X, z, p) may be represented as an P-direct sum C(L’( (0, 1 }“n, Am,): 
IX E A}, where each m, is 0 or is at least K,. The a with mar = 0 correspond 
to p-atoms or to isolated points of Z,. The space Y,, c Y, consisting of the 
union of the closures of all countable sets of isolated points is sham- 
compact. Y0 is the smallest sham-compact containing the isolated points of 
Z,. It is the union of the supports of atomic elements of N:(Z,). One’s 
attention is drawn to the union Y, of all supports of measures in N:(Z,) 
homogeneous of cardinal m 2 K,. Of course, these are precisely the 
measures in .H: (Z,) corresponding to measures on (X, ,5, p) which are 
homogeneous of cardinal m which may be identified with elements of 
LYX & P). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (X, 2, p) be a positive localizable measure space. 
For a cardinal m = 0 or m >/ K, Y, is a sham-compact subset of Z,. 
{ Y,,,: m = 0 or m > K,J are disjoint with union dense in Y,. 
Proof: Disjointness of { Y,: m = 0 or m 2 K,} follows from the fact that 
no measure can be homogeneous of two different cardinalities. Denseness 
of lJ { Y, : m = 0 or m > N,) follows from the fact that if L’(X, C, p) is 
represented as C ( L ’ ( (0, 1 }“u, Am.): LX E A} )1,= for each c1 E n is identified 
with a probability measure 0, E NT (Z,) which is homogeneous of cardinal 
m,. One has supp&) c Y,+ and U {supp(fiol)} is dense in Z,, hence in Y,. 
As a result lJ { Y, : m = 0 or m 2 K,} is dense in Y,. 
To see that each Y,,, is sham-compact note that a a-compact Fc Y, is in 
lJzE, supp(v”,) for some choice of 3, E N(Z,) with each ci homogeneous of 
cardinal m. Then, if F = Cz i 2-%,, Fc supp(F) and, since F is 
homogeneous of cardinal m, supp(F) is compact in Y. Thus, F is compact. 
Since F is arbitrary Y, is sham-compact. 1 
Y, has no open subsets which are sham-sham-compact but not sham- 
compact. In general, we have the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. If a locally compact space Y is sham-sham-compact 
and is locally the support of a measure then it is sham-compact. Furthermore, 
all open subsets of Y which are sham-sham-compact are sham-compact. 
ProoJ: Let Y be locally the support of a measure so every point has a 
neighborhood of the form supp(C) for a SE M:(Y). If F is a o-compact it 
may be covered by countably many sets jsupp(P,): n > N} with 
v”, E M:(Y). Thus, if C = C,“=, 2 -“v”, then Fc supp(C). Since Y is sham- 
sham-compact supp(v’) and F are compact. Thus, Y is sham-compact. 
The second assertion is an immediate sequence of the first. 1 
COROLLARY 3.6.1. (a) A locally separable sham-sham-compact locally 
compact space is sham-compact. 
(b) If F is a P,-set in the compact Hausdorff space X and X\F is 
locally the support of measure then F is a P-set. 
Remark. The author wishes to thank Robert F. Wheeler for many 
helpful conversations in connection with this article. 
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